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     The recent drift into papist theology on the part of Marius M. ("Uncle Moe") Mohorovicic and 
the Southern North-Georgia Presbyterian Church has occasioned much distress. The departure 
from Reformed theology by Mohorovicic and his associates in the Association of Reformed 
Southern Evangelicals in the United States (ARSE-US) is not without precedent, and the purpose 
of this study is first to uncover some of its background, for as George Santayana said, "Those who 
don't study history are just going to keep doing the same things over and over again, no matter 
what God may do." Then we shall consider the frightening essays published in the first two 
volumes of Uncle Moe's Truly Authentic Southern Presbyterian Journal. 
     First, then, to history. The ARSE-US traces its history back to the Authentic Southern 
Presbyterian (ASP) Church, and so we begin there. 
     The following historical survey consists of excerpts from A History of the Faithful: True 
Presbyterianism in the South (Atlanta: Primitive Presbyterian Press, 1947). The author of this 
book is "A Member of the Invisible Church." 
 
     A signal event, arguably the defining moment, in the history of the ASP happened in New 
Orleans on December 25, 1832. A fine summary of the occasion is found in an article by Aymkuul 
Hoikkuboik, "The Great Purge and its Aftermath," in The Journal of Southern Finnish 
Presbyterianism 38 (1974). He writes: "At 9:00 in the morning ASPs swarmed into the streets of 
the city, shouting `Death to Cleopatra and all great whores!' and `We are the invisible church!' 
Shrieking and yipping, they slithered through the city, burning all the `high places' (churches 
having steeples, non-rectangular windows, or colored windows). All clergymen wearing collars 
were rounded up, loaded into unwashed cattle cars, and shipped northward to Opelousas and 
points beyond. Thus was the city purged of all inauthentic and `visible' clergy, whether Roman 
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Catholics, Lutherans, Episcopalians, or other kinds of Presbyterians. ASP spirituality had 
triumphed" (p. 132f.). 
     Hoikkuboik's essay shows how after the Great Purge, the ASPs managed to keep the Church 
spiritual and invisible for over a decade in New Orleans and its environs. Indeed, because the 
lower case letter "t" looks like a "Romish cross," and thus violates the second commandment, 
typesetters were forbidden to employ it on pain of expulsion northward from the city. The capital 
"T" was substituted for it in all cases (e.g., AuThenTic SouThern PresbyTerian). Later on, 
however, Romish compromisers within mainstream (i.e., liberal) Southern Presbyterianism, like 
B. M. "St. Patrick" Palmer, entered New Orleans and corrupted the purity of the authentic faith, 
so that by the time Palmer died, it seems that he had driven all the ASPs from New Orleans. 
 

 
 
     Given the invisibility of the ASP in the early 1800s, we don't know the names of the leaders of 
the Great Purge. The next great event in ASP history, the Great Split, however, does have a name 
associated with it, and the very fact of the visibility of this name is arguably the first hint of the 
drift towards Rome in ASP circles. That name is Kuukuu Kullervo, the so-called "Suomi Swami 
of Suwanee." The history of the origin of the Great Split is fully detailed in an essay begun by 
Yurkuultuu Hoikkuboik (younger brother of Aymkuul Hoikkuboik) and completed after his 
death by Palia Taktakshvili of the Dhughashvili Institute for Southern Georgian Presbyterianism 
in Tbilisi. [Hoikkuboik and Taktakshvili, "The Suomi Swami of Suwanee and the Great Split," The 
Journal of Southern Georgian Presbyterianism 15 (1995).] What follows is a summary of their 
research. 
     The crisis began in 1893 when an unnamed member of the ASP began circulating the Charles 
Hodge's appalling notion that it would be good to chant the psalms from Bible itself, as 
Episcopalians do. Over the next few years controversy began to brew, culminating in the 
devotion of an entire issue of the Southern Key West Theological Journal (Fall, 1898) to the 
heresies of Charles Hodge and other Northern presbyterian theologians. "What Hath Jerusalem 
To Do With Chuck?" was the name of the anonymous lead essay, and subsequently this issue of 
the SKWTJ became known as the "Chuck Roast" issue. 
     Now entered Kuukuu Kullervo, pastor of the Southern Georgia ASP Church on the Suwannee. 
In August, 1899, he published a sermon against chanted psalmody titled "Against Papist Dog 
Barking." (Though published without his name, of course, it soon became known that he was the 
author.) Kullervo pointed out the evils of singing the text of the Bible, but in the course of 
defending metrical psalmody, he offered as a possibility using a different metrical version of 
Psalm 23. The ASP sang, "The king of love my shepherd is, want therefore not shall I," and 
Kullervo mooted the possibility of singing, at least on occasion, "The Lord's my shepherd, I'll not 
want." He also suggested that for some churches a tuning fork might be used to set pitch, since 
not all pastors possess the gift of absolute or "perfect" pitch. 
     By advocating both the use of a musical instrument and also the use of a modernist version of 
Psalm 23, Kullervo was clearly moving in a papist direction, although only slightly. Still in all, the 
Southern Georgia ASP Presbytery brought him up on charges immediately, and he was put out 
at the spring meeting of 1900. 
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     Undaunted, Kullervo took eighteen families and formed a new congregation and an 
association called the Reformed Authentic Southern Presbyterian (RASP) Congregations. Within 
a decade, Kullervo had also departed from other Biblical principles, wearing shirts with collars 
(instead of the Biblically simple and unpretentious T-shirt) and sporting a necktie, clearly moving 
in the direction of the papist "dog collar." Kullervo would not have survived the Great Purge, but 
the halcyon days of the Purge were long in past, and sadly forgotten in his liberalizing circles. 
     During the 20th century other papist practices slowly made their way into the RASP churches. 
Unbiblical songs like the doxology and gloria patri began to be sung. Romish creeds like the 
Apostles' Creed were occasionally recited. Some churches even began to accompany singing with 
pianos and other Judaizing instruments. Pastors published sermons and essays under their 
names. The invisible church was forsaken.  ("Member," History, pp. 81f., 122-125.) 
 
     We now leave our excerpts from The History of the Faithful. The events leading down to 
Mohorovicic and his move into papist theology are well delineated in Joe-Jack J. Jackson, A 
Cornucopia of Counterfeits: Bizarre Practices of Certain Southern Presbyterian Sects in the Early 
and Middle 20th Century (Porkville, AL: North Southern Alabama Theological Seminary Press, 
1987). The following are excerpts from Jackson's magisterial study, cited with permission. 
     Idolatry also crept back in to the RASP congregations. In many churches, a golden chest 
covered in a blue cloth and containing the Westminster Confession of Faith was brought into the 
midst of the congregation on Sunday mornings, and the congregations sang a metrical song to it 
in praise of the WC, or Westminster Confession. 
 
     I pledge my soul unto WC, 
        The perfect bond of truth. 
     Of error it's devoid. WC 
        Is where I build my booth. 
 
The need to preserve "common meter" for all (or most) songs meant that singing "Westminster 
Confession of Faith" was out of the question, so "WC" was sung instead. It seems that originally, 
"WC" was vocalized as "doubleyoo cee," but this was soon shortened to the sound "woo-kuh" and 
eventually to "wicca." 
     (Interestingly, beginning in late 1977 some young people in the RASP began to sing "wookie" 
for WC, to the consternation of the elders of the RASP congregations. Since the RASP outlawed 
movie-going, the elders were at a loss to understand whence this corruption arose.) 
       (Local Baptists laughed at "WC" as "water-closet." This did not sit well with the RASPs.) 
 

 

 
     Another fascinating development in the RASP was the adoption of a peculiar view of baptism. 
Traditional sect-presbyterianism had held that baptism does not actually do anything for the 
baby being baptized. It only expresses the hope that the child will some day have a regenerating 
experience; until then, he or she is in a kind of limbo situation, neither in nor out of the church. 
     In the 1920s, RASP theologians began to argue that baptized children remained children of the 
devil until they had a conversion experience . . . . [Jackson footnotes numerous theological essays 
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here, most significantly those by M. Wolfhart Kline and G. "Golden" Clark.] 
     In an important essay in the South Atlanta Presbyterian, Johann C. "Clark" Robbins argued 
that since the Lord's Supper is a table of demons for the unconverted in the church, baptized 
children who might come to the Lord's Table were really feasting with demons þ which is why 
such children must not be allowed to the Table until they have a demonstrable conversion 
experience. That is, children were baptized, and thus in a way "in the church," but being 
unconverted they would be fellowshipping with demons if they came to the Table. From this, 
Robbins reasoned that since only demons can eat demon-food, such baptized but unconverted 
children were inhabited by demons, who might feast at the "table of demons" if allowed to do so. 
[Robbins, "Little Devils at the Table," SAP 13 (1927):14-66.] 
     The logic of this seemed inescapable, and in the following issue of SAP, the South African 
theologian Francis Snigel "Snik" Snee argued that since baptized children were demon-possessed, 
it was necessary to find out when and how such children had become inhabited by demons. Snee 
pointed out that if the Lord's Supper is a table of demons for the unconverted in the church, then 
baptism must be the time when demons came into the hearts of children, for baptism is the time 
when the child entered the church in some sense and came "near" the Table. A person who was 
converted before he was baptized would receive the Holy Spirit at baptism, but a person not 
converted would receive an unholy spirit. 
     Snee argued also from the parallel between the two sacraments: Table of the Lord for some, 
and of demons for others; hence, baptism with the Holy Spirit for some, and baptism with 
demonic spirits for others. Q.E.D. 
     Since Snee was a presbyterian and thus committed to infant baptism, he had to argue that 
occasionally though very rarely an infant was converted and regenerated before he was baptized. 
But he insisted that the vast majority of baptized children received the "baptism of demons" and 
became demon possessed at baptism. [Snee, "The Baptism of Demons," SAP 13 (1927):234-976.] 
Snee was very influential in the RASP, being possessed of six hundred and sixty-six earned and 
honorary degrees. 
     The Doctrine of Demon Baptism, as it came to be called, had a peculiar effect on the liturgical 
practice of the RASP congregations. I refer here to the practice of vomiting demons. If a demon 
was inside of a child or teenager, then he needed to be vomited out. For the demon-possessed 
baptized child to be converted and come to the Lord's Table, he had to get rid of the demon. Since 
the demon wanted to come to the table of demons and eat, clearly the demon was located in the 
belly of the child or teenager. Hence, vomiting the demon was the clear demonstration of 
conversion and regeneration, and the ticket of admission to the Lord's Table. 
     Of course, children get sick and vomit all the time. For the vomit to be demonic, it had to be 
green. Exactly how the RASP theologians determined on this is lost in the mists of informal 
discussions at the time, but it was settled that the demons were green, and that such "greenies" 
had to be expelled by "holy barfing." 
     The Doctrine of Conversion by Emesis, as it came to be called, spread like wildfire throughout 
the RASP. Preachers called for puke, and they got it. Evangelists went from church to church 
calling for people to chuck their sins þ not only baptized children but also backslidden adult 
Christians were enjoined to come forward "puke your guts out for the faith." "Only emptied 
bellies can come to the Table," shouted Snee at one rally, and this became a common slogan. Snee 
also composed the evangelistic hymn, "Come, ye retchers, poor and simple." 
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     Industries arose around the movement. Billy Bob's Barf Tanks of Porkrind, Tennessee, offered 
long trenches that could be put up in the front of the church, so that those who "came down to get 
it all out" would have a place to "lay their sins at the preacher's feet." Another important 
evangelistic appurtenance was offered by Spirit Parasols of Newpork, Kentucky, whose "demon 
shields to ward off greenies from above" became a hallmark of many Presbyterian churches and 
gave a whole new meaning to head-coverings. 
     Vomiting is contagious, of course, so some in the RASP developed the "spiritual gift of 
vomiting" to help move others to bereave their bellies of beelzebubs. Such notables went on the 
road to help the churches move into the fullness of the Reformed faith: the male quartet The Holy 
Heavers, the female trio The Hurlettes, the family group The Unswallowers, and the travelling 
choir called The Mighty Emesis, to name a few groups. Most widely sought after was a male 
soloist known only as The High Arc. 
 

 

 
     We now come to Marius M. Mohorovicic ("Uncle Moe," also "The Great Gardener" and "The 
Friend of Children") and the church he founded in southern North Georgia (above Atlanta) in 
1970. We have seen that the RASP already had embraced some remarkable doctrines and 
practices, such as absolutizing the Westminster Confession and the subsequent praise of "wicca," 
and the Doctrine of Demonic Baptism and the consequent practice of emetic exorcism, and Uncle 
Moe introduced another. Mohorovicic said that it was all right for his members to celebrate 
Christmas with decorations and gift-giving in their homes, though the worship of the church 
would take no notice of such festivals. By what some termed a deft sleight-of- hand, Mohorovicic 
said that Christmas was a merely cultural American festival, like Thanksgiving Day, and had 
nothing to do with the Church, so that it could be "observed" as a cultural event by those who 
wished to do so. He himself set the example by observing this pagan feast in his own home. 
     Controversy soon arose in the RASP, and rather than stand trial Uncle Moe left the RASP in 
1977 and founded a new association, the Pure-white True Reformed Authentic Southern Heritage 
(Pure-white TRASH) Churches. This event came to be known as the "Mohorovicic Discontinuity." 
     (Jackson, Cornucopia, pp. 98-100, 156-160, 203-204.) 
 
     In 2001, Pure White TRASH became ARSE-US, and with this we take leave of our historical 
survey. 
     Mohorovicic was clearly on the road to Rome. The praise of "wicca" in the RASP already 
introduced the pagan notions that lie behind much of Romanism, and Mohorovicic had added 
"Christ-Mass" to the mix, but his full capitulation to papist theology seems to have been the result 
of the influence of a papist hangover in the Reformed tradition itself. 
     An examination of the first two issues of Mohorovicic's TASPJ shows what this is: merit 
theology. Medieval papist theology had evolved the notion that Jesus accumulated merits by His 
good works, which are then given to the saints so that they can be saved. Theologians debated 
various kinds of merit: Congruent Merit, Condign Merit, Confluent Merit, Coagulated Merit, 
Condescending Merit, Corroborative Merit, and others. 
     The origin of the doctrine of merit seems obscure. One recent writer, Peter P. Porkpie, has 
proferred the following explanation. He cites a series of studies by Hairy Porter to show that the 
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origin of this notion of merit lies in pagan witchcraft. In the early middle ages, Porter and Porkpie 
propound, it was believed that small fairies called "brownies" lived in gardens. These brownies 
worked hard, making flowers grow, helping spiders build webs, and so forth. This hard work 
accumulated points for these brownies, so-called "brownie points." When a brownie had 
accumulated sufficient points, he or she could be elevated into a naiad or a dryad. This Porkpie 
proposes as the origin of the papist doctrine of merit. For a full discussion the reader is invited to 
consult Porkpie, "Meritsarch„ologie Wissenschaftlichesbegriffsnarfsver- wirrungen," in 
Zeitschrift fuer die Neutestamentarchaeologischliche 
Wissengesellshaftigungsbewegungwoerterbegriffsverwirrung (Vol. 279[1996], pp. 2006-2187). 
       One does not find a doctrine of merit in the Westminster Confession of Faith, but like the 
"right of privacy" found in the interstices of American Constitution, "brownie point theology" has 
been found hidden in the Westminster Confession by theologians at the Westminster Southern 
California Theological Seminary. This "fairie theology" has, queerly enough, been made a 
standard of orthodoxy by the WSCTS faculty. 
       With the publication of the first two issues of TASPJ, Mohorovicic and his associates have 
made clear their rejection of Reformed theology, and their lust to move back into such medieval 
papist errors. Though deceptively couched throughout as a defense of Reformation theology, the 
journal's articles presuppose throughout the validity of Roman merit theology in its Southern 
California variant. The heart of Reformation theology has been renounced in favor of 
medievalism. 
       The road to Rome, thus, has been paved and broadened by Mohorovicic and his Southern 
California. Despite appearances, a full embrace of the canons of the Council of Trent is clearly in 
the near future for this unhappy group of men. 
 
The TRUE Report is published whenever necessary by Reformed 
Watchdog, an invisible arm of the invisible church. 
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